


















































































































































 

 

AGREEMENT WITH DIRECT SELLERS 

Terms and conditions 

These terms and conditions are interpreted as per the model Direct Selling Guidelines 

gave by the Govt: of India, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, 

Department of Consumer Affairs vide F.No.21/18/2014-IT(Vol-II) dated 9 th Sept, 2016 

read with Indian Contract Act 1872 and overrides any earlier terms and conditions, 

conversations or arrangements among any and direct dealer. 

Between (address) which expression shall, unless the context otherwise permits, include 

its successors and permitted assigns) of the one part herein after called as First Party. 

The individual/substance who has filled the on the web/disconnected application structure 

accessible on Companies Website hereinafter alluded to as 'Autonomous Business 

Associate' which articulation will except if disgusting to the specific situation or 

importance there of be considered to mean and incorporate his/her/their lawful 

beneficiaries, agents, directors and appointees of both the clients, thusly called as the 

Second Party. While the main party is an enlisted organization under Companies Act 2013 

and the subsequent party will work with the principal party after completely consistence 

of the Indian Contract Act 1872 read with the rules as given by Govt. of India, Ministry of 

Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Department of Consumer Affairs vide 

F.No.21/18/2014-IT (Vol-II) dated 9th Sept, 2016 on the accompanying footing and 

conditions. 

1. That the subsequent party embraces that he/she/they are 18 years or more and 

are of sound mind and have not being convicted by any courtroom. 

2. The subsequent party further concurs that all the data which incorporate narrative 

evidence of individual ID and address confirmation, according to KYC measure 

outlined by the principal party on its site outfitted to the organization is right and 

appropriately entered. The organization holds the rights to acknowledge or dismiss 

application given by the Independent Business Associate at its own 

circumspection. 

3. That the primary party consents to permit the chilling time of 30 days from the 

date of procurement/marking of Contract to drop the arrangement and to get 



discount for products or administrations bought by the buyback strategy of the 

organization. 

4. The main party consents to permit buyback/trade of merchandise inside 30 days 

of acquisition of item according to the discount approaches of the organization. 

5. The subsequent party thusly concurs, not to address, sell or convey the items and 

brands of or some other direct selling organization during the residency of the 

understanding. 

6. The subsequent party concurs that they will give all subtleties of the main party 

i.e., Direct offering substance to the planned client at the hour of addressing the 

organization which incorporates portrayal of the merchandise and ventures. 

7. The subsequent party thus concurs that he/she/they will convey their personality 

cards/and some other distinguishing proof imprint given by the main party and will 

not visit the imminent client's premises without earlier arrangement. 

8. The second party hereby further concurs that at the inception of the portrayal to 

the possibility they will distinguish themselves honestly and they will unmistakably 

address the character of the main party, nature of the products alongside 

administrations sold and the motivation behind the sales to the possibility client. 

9. The second party hereby concurs he/she will deliver exact and complete 

clarifications and exhibits of merchandise and enterprises, costs, credit terms, 

installment terms, buyback/ trade/ discounts strategies and terms of assurance 

after deals administration or some other arrangements of the main party. 

10. The subsequent party embraces that he/she/they will get the motivators according 

to the Compensation Plan of the principal party. 

11. The second party anytime of time will neither repack the item nor alter the name 

of the results of the First Party. 

12. The First party denies the Second party to make mass buys. 

13. The Second party further makes a deal to avoid posting, market, publicize, 

advance, talk about or sell any item or the business opportunity on any site/online 

gateway/portable application/online discussion/or in some other way without the 

earlier endorsement from the primary party. 



14. The Second party further consents to pay all the Govt. charges (Whatsoever of 

any sort) as and when pertinent and will not consider mindful the main party for 

something very similar. 

15. The subsequent party thusly concurs that they will neither misdirect the 

forthcoming client nor will do bogus, misleading or unjustifiable practices 

incorporate distortion of genuine or likely deals or profit and benefits of direct 

offering to any imminent client in their association with planned direct venders. 

16. The subsequent party thusly concurs that they will not make any genuine 

portrayal to an imminent direct merchant, which can't be confirmed or make any 

guarantee which can't be satisfied against the approaches of the main party. 

17. The subsequent party therefore concurs that they will not intentionally make, 

discard, connect with cause or grant to be made, any portrayal identifying with the 

immediate selling activity, including Compensation Plan and arrangement between 

the clients, or the products as well as administrations being sold by such direct 

merchant, which is bogus and additionally deceptive. 

18. The subsequent party thus concurs that they will not give any writing and 

additionally preparing material not limited to security gave by the main party to a 

planned client as well as the second party inside and outside the parent Direct 

Selling Entity which has not been affirmed by the primary party. 

19. The subsequent party thus concurs that, it will be their sole duty to sell the items, 

bought from the main party by their expertise, capacity and individual application, 

merchandise/items once sold, won't be reclaimed under any conditions other than 

the buyback strategy of the primary party and this danger of misfortune and 

harms will be supported constantly party just with their own expense. This danger 

is moved to the second party following get of the item or for the benefit of them 

i.e., specialist or transport transporter and so forth, from the principal party. 

20. The subsequent party therefore consents to guard, repay and hold innocuous to 

the primary party against any responsibility, misfortunes, harms or costs or any 

lawful expenses, brought about or endured constantly party. Because of any 

penetrate, carelessness act or exclusion or hardheaded default with respect to 

initially party or their delegate emerging either straightforwardly or in a 



roundabout way for the exhibition or non-execution continuously party or in the 

interest of them. 

21. The subsequent party thus recognizes that in their relationship with the main party 

or by ethicalness of this arrangement, they and their workers, investors, officials, 

chiefs, directors, specialists and workers for hire (aggregately agent) will from now 

on keep on being endowed with secret data, the discloser of any data to 

contenders of the primary party or to the overall population would be 

exceptionally unfavorable to the wellbeing of the principal party. 

22. The two players concur that the Compensation Plan shared on the Company's site 

is the solitary Compensation Plan that is trailed by the organization. The Company 

will not be answerable for any cases emerging out by the Independent Business 

Associates for earnings other than the marketable strategy accessible on the site. 

23. The two players thusly concur that all control and checking of the practices and 

strategies will be constrained by the primary party. 

24. Keratech Compensation Plan issues novel Independent Business Associate's 

Identification Number alongside a Unique Business Center which is limited to 

single Pan Number. Both the clients - that this Unique Business Center isn't 

adaptable under any conditions. 

25. In the event of Non Performance constantly party for the persistent 2 years First 

party will give notification of Termination to the Second party. In the event that 

the subsequent party wishes to request that the First party survey the choice to 

end, he/she will make such a solicitation to the primary party recorded as a hard 

copy inside thirty (30) days from the date of notice of end. In the event that the 

primary party doesn't get such solicitation inside the thirty (30) days time frame, 

the end will naturally be considered last. 

26. All debates, inquiries of contrasts at all which will either during the substance of 

the understanding or after the end thereof emerge the clients hereto or their 

separate delegates, contacting these presents or the development or the 

application thereof or anything thus contained will be settled under Indian 

Arbitration and Conciliation Act as well as its legal corrections, changes and re-

authorization. 



27. Both the clients have marked this agreement in the wake of understanding the 

substance in their vernacular language with their free brain, and with no 

power/pressure at all of any sort. 

By tapping the concurred section, the subsequent party attempts that he/she/they have 

perused and seen every one of the terms and conditions and Business plan referenced in 

Registration Form, Contract and Keratech and consent to maintain them. 

Acceptance of the applicant 

Place 

 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT WITH DATE 

Considering the acknowledgment of the terms and states of the arrangement by the 

candidate, the application type of the candidate is thusly just acknowledged in the 

interest of the Keratech. The last acknowledgment would be at the administration 

Discretion in the wake of assessing KYC and different standards. 

 

Privacy policy 

We realize that you care how data about you is utilized and shared, and we appreciate 

your trust that we will do so cautiously and reasonably. This Privacy Notice depicts how 

Keratech gather and cycle your own data through Keratech sites, items, administrations, 

online commercial center and applications that reference this Privacy Notice. 

By utilizing Keratech Services you consent to our utilization of your own data (counting 
touchy individual data) as per this Privacy Notice, as might be revised now and again by 
us at our watchfulness. You likewise concur and agree to us gathering, putting away, 
handling, moving, and sharing your own data (counting touchy individual data) with 
outsiders or specialist organizations for the reasons set out in this Privacy Notice. 
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